Goldcrest brochure
Brochure front cover
Title: Vision
Strapline: Your life. Your future. Your Choice.
Goldcrest
Goldcrest Homes
Next spread;
Title: Unique - fresh ideas for the way you want to live
Visual: close-up of flowers/perfumes.
Goldcrest builds exceptional homes for customers who aspire to the best.
Innovative homes. Visually stimulating. Creatively designed. Exuding quality.
And skilfully incorporating the very latest ideas and products.
For over 20 years, Goldcrest has successfully designed and built luxury
London homes for discerning overseas clients.
Goldcrest's passion for quality is now becoming available to a wider public,
with a series of exciting new developments in carefully considered locations
throughout the capital.
Next spread
Title: Innovation - converting radical thinking into pure delight
Visual: Chalk figures on board or close up on an open pack of chalks.
Goldcrest homes are about stimulating concepts. Fresh ideas. New
approaches. Real flair.
All our apartments offer a choice of products and technologies which reflect
the latest thinking from leading manufacturers and designers, around the
world.
There is always something that redefines the way you think about your home.
Ask about roof terraces, gymnasiums, cinemas, home security, air
conditioning, environmentally efficient energy systems and wiring for
communications and entertainment.

Next spread
Title: Image - creating something very special
Visual: A small beautifully wrapped present/shiny paper with silver string bow
(as though it may contain a ring).
All Goldcrest homes are designed to enhance and complement the
surrounding architecture. In terms of scale. In terms of skyline. In terms of
detail.
Our architectural teams have consistently produced designs which redefine
accepted visual standards. Buildings which get noticed. Which provoke
thought. Which create desire. Which make a positive, uplifting statement for
those lucky enough to live there.
These exterior qualities are reflected in Goldcrest interiors. Exciting personal
spaces - restrained, intimate, subtle, warm, flexible - a unique framework for
enhancing and developing your personal lifestyle.
POSSIBLY INCLUDE PICS OF PREVIOUS GOLDCREST DEVELOPMENTS

